The relationship of facial two-point discrimination to applied force under clinical test conditions.
When an interside comparison is hampered, for example, in cases of bilateral trauma, normal threshold values of two-point discrimination from healthy subjects might be used to delineate abnormal from normal sensory function in patients. To determine threshold pin distances, two devices, the Disk-Criminator and the Aesthesiometer, have often been applied in a clinical setting. Because these devices are hand-operated, the force of applying a device might vary considerably. The general applicability of normal threshold values from the literature may therefore be questioned. Five subjects participated in experiments with two observers, in which a hand-operated device with a constant pin distance (5 or 10 mm) was pushed on a facial site, until the point at which blanching of the skin started, and the applied force was recorded. To that end, the devices were modified by providing them with force transducers. These recordings revealed a considerable variation in force variables (level, duration, and rate). Significant differences in mean force level, duration, and rate occurred, particularly between devices, pin distances, and/or sites (cheek, upper and lower lips, and mental region) and also in mean duration between observers (p < 0.01 to 0.001, analysis of variance). However, the observed force levels were always at an extremely supra-threshold stimulus intensity. The threshold pin distances in subsequent experiments (four subjects, the two devices and two sites: cheek and mental region) were therefore almost invariant to the difference in the extreme low and high force levels that were applied, using acoustic feedback on the force signal. Furthermore, these thresholds were also similar when one or two observers performed repeated measures on groups of 15 to 18 subjects under the influence of a usual variation of force level, using an interval of at least 1 week and both nonmodified devices. Because of invariance, normal values of threshold pin distance are generally applicable to any well-trained observer and are related to the density of afferent nerve fibers. In contrast, recently reported force thresholds determined at a constant pin distance might not be related to fiber density only. The findings regarding dependency on site and pin distance of the force level suggest that force thresholds will also be related to tissue stiffness and to the extent to which a pair of pins co-operate mechanically.